Date: 11th -16th April, 2021
Weekly Report of Kalimpong Animal Shelter (KAS)

We bring to you good news on recent adoption of a kitten who was surrendered to KAS many weeks ago
along with his siblings. All these kittens were fully weaned and ready to go out on adoption, but none of
them was adopted except this one there, who was adopted this week. The kitten has been adopted by a
good family where the kitten will be loved and accepted the way he is. We hope the others too will find a
Home in the coming days.

This week, we have also visited a Home close by to meet the puppy who was adopted from KAS two
months ago. On our visit, we were pleased to see the puppy growing up fast and her small playful
activities. When we met her there, we found her playing with the cow. Her owner said, she liked to sit by
the cow shed during the day as she loved cows. The puppy is very happy in her new home as she is getting
good nourishment and care from her owner.
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General staff meeting was presided over by Mr. Arpan on Monday afternoon. The meeting in brief was a
revision of work activities of KAS and previous minutes on getting LIGHTS for the Operating Theatre, new
T-shirts for the KAS staff, timings and cleaning etc. A few other minutes revolved around wearing masks
and sanitation as India is experiencing the second wave of Covid-19, which is said to be more deadly than
the first wave.

Two emergency cases of cats with ‘dystocia’ were brought at KAS for their treatment. Dystocia is difficult
/abnormal birth. Vet, Dr. Deo checked upon those cats and suggested the owners that the cats should
undergo surgery. He also suggested to get them spayed so they don’t suffer again. Both these cats had
dead foetus in the womb which was removed and later, the cats were spayed successfully by Vet Deo.
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The General Bengal Election is close and will be held on the 17 th of April, 2021 i.e., Saturday. Because of
the election there will be holiday on Saturday in the whole of West Bengal, North Bengal, etc., as it is
mandatory for everybody above eighteen, to cast their votes. So our KAS staff too, will be on holiday to
cast their votes. But for the cats and dogs sheltered at KAS and also for emergency cases, two staff will be
on shift and manage to look after the dogs and cases on that day.

Pictures of KAS Clinic this week
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…………………………………………….THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT………………………………………………

